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Abstract
We present a new approach for efficient collision handling of meshless objects undergoing geometric deformation.
The presented technique is based on bounding sphere hierarchies. We show that information of the geometric
deformation model can be used to significantly accelerate the hierarchy update. The cost of the presented hierarchy
update depends on the number of primitives in close proximity, but not on the total number of primitives.
Further, the hierarchical collision detection is combined with a level-of-detail response scheme. Since the collision
response can be performed on any level of the hierarchy, it allows for balancing accuracy and efficiency. Thus, the
collision handling scheme is particularly useful for time-critical applications.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism: Animation I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry and Object Modeling:
Physically-based modeling
Keywords: physically-based modeling, collision detection, point-based models, shape matching, deformable
objects

1. Introduction
Recent advances in interactive deformable modeling have
renewed the interest in efficient deformable collision handling approaches. While the deformation of geometrically
complex objects can be simulated efficiently, it is still a challenging problem to simulate interacting objects at interactive rates including deformation, collision detection and response.
Bounding volume hierarchies have shown to be very efficient for the detection of collisions among rigid objects. The
hierarchy is pre-computed and can be updated efficiently if
necessary. Unfortunately, in the context of deforming objects, the hierarchy has to be refitted in each simulation step.
Traditional approaches require O(n) operations for this update, where n is the number of object primitives.
Various techniques have been proposed to accelerate the
hierarchy update. In [LAM01], a combination of top-down
and bottom-up updates has been presented. This approach
accelerates the hierarchy update by a constant factor, but
does not lower the complexity of O(n) operations.
In [OD99, RKC02], it has been shown that the hierarchy update for rigid bodies can be performed in an outputc The Eurographics Association 2006.


sensitive way, i. e. the complexity of the computation depends on the number of colliding primitives c which is commonly significantly smaller than the overall number of primitives.
In the context of deformable objects, first output-sensitive
schemes have been proposed for specific deformation approaches. In [JP04], a very promising approach has been
presented for reduced deformable models [JP02]. Further
output-sensitive schemes for morphing and skeleton-based
deformation have been presented in [LAM03] and [KZ05],
respectively.
Our contribution
We present a new output-sensitive collision detection
scheme for meshless object representations undergoing geometric deformation. Using the deformation model presented
in [MHTG05], we show that the employed bounding sphere
hierarchy can be efficiently updated. Its cost depends linearly on the number of pairs in close proximity. In typical
scenarios, this number is limited due to spatial coherence.
Thus, the expected cost to update the hierarchy is sublinear
in the number of primitives. Each bounding sphere can be
updated in constant time. In contrast to existing approaches
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such as [JP04], our method is independent of the number of
degrees-of-freedom of the underlying deformation model.
The collision detection algorithm can be combined with a
standard collision response scheme such as [BFA02]. Further, the bounding sphere hierarchy can be employed as
a multi-resolution data structure, allowing a level-of-detail
collision response [PPG04].
The presented approach allows for time-critical collision
handling of point-based and triangulated objects. In combination with the unconditionally stable deformation approach
presented in [MHTG05], the dynamic interaction of geometrically complex deformable objects can be simulated at interactive rates.

collision detection scheme works for meshless object representations undergoing geometric deformation. In contrast
to [JP04], the bounding volumes are updated in constant
time.

3. Algorithm Overview
Our approach employs bounding sphere hierarchies to accelerate the collision detection among deformable objects.
Therefore, a bounding sphere hierarchy is pre-computed for
each object in its initial undeformed state. If the object deforms, the hierarchy is updated accordingly. Information on
the geometric deformation model is used to efficiently refit
the bounding spheres of the hierarchy (see Fig. 1).

2. Related Work
Collision detection with bounding volume hierarchies.
Bounding volume hierarchies are efficient data structures
for collision detection and a variety of bounding volumes
have been investigated, e. g. spheres [Qui94, Hub95, BO02,
KZ04], axis-aligned bounding boxes AABB [Ber97], oriented bounding boxes OBB [GLM96], k-DOPs [KHM∗ 96],
or convex hulls [EL01]. Collision detection based on these
data structures is well-investigated and recent surveys can be
found in [LG98, JTT01, Eri04, Ber04, TKH∗ 05].
In the context of deforming geometries, bounding volume hierarchies have to be updated frequently and efficient
update strategies are essential. In [LAM01], the traditional
O(n) approach for the update of an AABB hierarchy is accelerated by a constant factor. In [GNRZ02], the update of
wrapped sphere hierarchies is described. However, the approach is restricted to necklace-shaped geometries. Further
approaches for polynomial deformable surfaces and cloth
models have been presented in [HDLM96] and [MKE03],
respectively. Other approaches exploit temporal coherence
or lazy evaluation techniques. In [LAM05], an update strategy of an AABB hierarchy for deformable and breakable
models has been presented that is linear in the number of
primitives in most cases. In [BSB∗ 01], a scheme is proposed
that updates a sphere tree with a lazy evaluation scheme.
However, this scheme is only fast if the deformations are
kept small and local.
In order to further reduce the computational complexity,
recent approaches to deformable collision detection exploit
information provided by the deformation model. Outputsensitive hierarchy updates for models deformed by morphing and for skeletally deformable models are presented
in [LAM03] and [KZ05], respectively. In [JP04], an outputsensitive hierarchy update and collision detection test for reduced deformable models [JP02] is discussed. However, in
this approach, the update of each bounding volume is linear in the number of degrees of freedom of the deformation
model.
In contrast to existing approaches, our output-sensitive
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Figure 1: Algorithm overview. A bounding sphere hierarchy
is pre-computed for an undeformed object. If the object deforms, the hierarchy is updated employing information on
the geometric deformation model.

The level-of-detail collision response scheme computes
contact forces at arbitrary levels of the bounding volume
hierarchy and propagates the result to the enclosed object
primitives. Alternatively, accurate contact forces are computed for object primitives if connectivity information is
available.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 4 describes the geometric deformation approach in order
to illustrate the information that is provided to our collision
detection approach. Section 5 discusses all aspects regarding
the bounding volume hierarchy, i. e. generation, update, and
query. In particular, it is shown that the expected update cost
is sublinear in n and the cost to update a sphere is constant.
Section 6 describes how the collision detection scheme can
be combined with a level-of-detail response method. Section 7 analyzes the performance of the presented collision
handling scheme and illustrates its application to interactive
simulations.
c The Eurographics Association 2006.
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4. Geometric Deformation

5. Bounding sphere hierarchy

The geometric deformation approach [MHTG05] projects
points representing a deformable object towards goal positions. To compute these goal positions, the deformation of
the point cloud is estimated by a transformation matrix that
minimizes the error between the deformed and the transformed initial positions. This registration process is called
shape matching and represents the geometric deformation
(see Fig. 2). The resulting transformation matrix is employed
to accelerate the hierarchy update in our approach.

This section discusses the construction, update and query of
the bounding sphere hierarchy. In particular, it is shown how
information on the geometric deformation can be employed
to accelerate the hierarchy update.
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Figure 2: The undeformed geometry {q0i } is registered with
the deformed geometry {pi }. A transformation matrix A is
computed that minimizes ∑i Aq0i − pi 2 .
The geometric deformation approach handles three transformation types. It considers points x0i ∈ R3 of the undeformed object and points xi ∈ R3 of the deformed state. The
centers of mass of the undeformed and the deformed geometry are x0cm ∈ R3 and xcm ∈ R3 , respectively. The vectors
q0i = x0i − x0cm and pi = xi − xcm represent point positions
relative to the center of mass.
Linear deformations. In this case, the deformation of a
point cloud is estimated with a linear transformation matrix
A that minimizes ∑i Aq0i −pi 22 . Linear transformations are
able to represent shear and stretch.
Quadratic deformations. To extend the range
of deformations by twist and bending modes,
quadratic transformations can be used. Having
q̃ = (qx , qy , qz , q2x , q2y , q2z , qx qy , qy qz , qz qx )T ∈ R9 , matrices A, Q, M ∈ R3×3 are computed that minimize
∑i Ãq̃0i − pi 22 with Ã = [A Q M] ∈ R3×9 . In this case
A, Q, M represent linear, quadratic and mixed terms,
respectively.
Rigid objects. Shape matching for rigid objects is similar to the linear case. However, only the rotational part
R ∈ R3×3 of the matrix A is considered. R is computed from
A using polar decomposition.
In order to further extend the range of deformations, the
geometry can be decomposed into clusters. In that case,
shape matching is performed for each cluster. Typical objects consist of one up to ten clusters. Refer to [MHTG05]
for details.
c The Eurographics Association 2006.


5.1. Construction of the hierarchy
The bounding sphere hierarchy is pre-computed for an object in its undeformed state. Since the construction of bounding volume hierarchies has already been investigated [OD99,
BO02], we employ a technique similar to [OD99]. This guarantees that all successors of a bounding sphere contain the
same number of points. Thus, the resulting tree is wellbalanced. Following [GNRZ02], we use a wrapped hierarchy, i. e. a parent sphere does not enclose all child spheres,
but only the associated geometry. This yields smaller spheres
and improves the performance of the collision query. The
minimum enclosing sphere of a point set is computed using [FG03].
5.2. Update of the hierarchy
If an object deforms, its bounding sphere hierarchy has to be
updated. Instead of using information on all points enclosed
by a sphere, we use information on the geometric deformation to refit spheres of the hierarchy.
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Geometric
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r
c

Figure 3: Update of a bounding sphere hierarchy upon deformation. Left: In the undeformed state, a sphere given by
c0 and r0 encloses a point set P0 . Right: After a geometric
deformation of the point set, a new center c and a new radius r have to be computed such that all deformed points are
enclosed by the sphere.
Let x0cm be the center of mass of the undeformed object
and P0 = {x0i |i = 1, . . . , n} a subset of the undeformed object. Further, p0i = q0i = x0i − x0cm are the relative positions
of the subset with respect to the center to mass. We consider
a sphere S0 of the bounding volume hierarchy with center c0
and radius r0 which encloses all points of P0 , i. e.
x0i − c0  ≤ r0 ∀ x0i ∈ P0 .
Fig. 3 illustrates the setting.

(1)
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5.2.1. Update rule for linear deformations

5.2.2. Update rule for quadratic deformations

Now we assume our object to be deformed. We call the new
center of mass xcm , the new point positions xi , and the new
relative positions pi = xi − xcm . Let qi = Aq0i = A(x0i − x0cm )
be the transformed initial positions that result from the shape
matching procedure. The deviation between the transformed
initial positions and the deformed positions is

As in the linear case, pi = xi − xcm are the relative positions
of the deformed points of P0 . In contrast to the linear case,
the transformation of the relative point positions q0i is now
defined as:

di := qi − pi = A q0i − pi .

(2)

For a sphere update, we consider the 2-norm of a square
matrix A that is defined as the square root of the absolute
value of the largest eigenvalue of AT A. In our implementation, a polar decomposition is performed on AT A in order to
find the largest eigenvalue. Geometrically, the 2-norm is the
maximum amount the length of a vector can change under
the transformation A.
Lemma 1 (Linear case) If the center of the bounding sphere
S0 is updated with
c ← A (c0 − x0cm ) + xcm

(3)

and the radius with
r ← A2 r0 + d

(4)

then the updated sphere encloses all transformed points, i. e.
(5)
xi − c ≤ r ∀i = 1, . . . , n
 
The value d := max j d j 2 is computed from all colliding
points p j . For non-colliding points pi , di is negligible since
the positions of these points coincide with the computed goal
positions, and the bounding spheres are proven to enclose the
latter.
Proof Applying the definitions of q0i and pi to (2), we get

(11)

0

with q̃i := (q0i,x , q0i,y , q0i,z , (q0i,x )2 , (q0i,y )2 , (q0i,z )2 , q0i,x q0i,y , q0i,y
q0i,z , q0i,z q0i,x )T . Matrices A, Q, M ∈ R3×3 are provided by
the shape matching procedure. Now, the difference between
a deformed point and its transformed initial position is
di := qi − pi = [A Q M]q̃0i − pi

(12)

As in the linear case, the center and radius of the sphere
S0 are transformed such that all deformed points of the set
P0 are within the new sphere. Therefore, we define
⎞
⎛
0 2
) − (c0x )2
(xi,x
⎟
⎜ 0 2
qmax := max  ⎝ (xi,y
(13)
) − (c0y )2 ⎠ 2
i=1,...,n
0 2
0 2
(xi,z ) − (cz )
⎞
⎛
0 0
xi,y − c0x c0y
xi,x
⎟
⎜ 0 0
mmax := max  ⎝ xi,y
(14)
xi,z − c0y c0z ⎠ 2
i=1,...,n
0 0
0 0
xi,z xi,x − cz cx
Lemma 2 (Quadratic case) If the center of the bounding
sphere S0 is updated with
c ← [A Q M]c̃0rel + xcm

(15)

and the radius with
r ← A2 r0 + Q2 qmax + M2 mmax + d

(16)

then all deformed points are in the new sphere, i. e.

A (x0i − x0cm ) = xi − xcm + di
⇐⇒ xi = A x0i − A x0cm + xcm − di

qi := [A Q M]q̃i 0

xi − c ≤ r ∀i = 1, . . . , n
(6)

Using (3) and (6) to describe the distance between a new
position and the new center, we get

(17)

( d := max j d j 2 for all colliding points p j and c0rel := c0 −
x0cm . )

xi − c2 = A x0i − A x0cm + xcm − di

Proof Using (15) and the definition of pi , the distance between a new point position and the new sphere center can be
written as

−(A (c0 − x0cm ) + xcm )2

xi − c2 = pi + xcm − ([A Q M]c̃0rel + xcm )2 (18)

=

A (x0i − c0 ) − di 2

(7)

Applying the triangle inequality and the submultiplicative
property of the matrix norm  · 2 , we get
xi − c2 ≤

A2 x0i − c0 2 + di 2

(8)

Using (1),
xi − c2 ≤ A2 r0 + di 2

(9)

xi − c2 = [A Q M](q̃0i − c̃0rel ) − di 2
x0cm

= 0, we have
Since
distance is

q0i

=

x0i ,

c0rel

(19)

0

= c . Therefore, the

xi − c2 = [A Q M](x̃0i − c̃0 ) − di 2

(20)

Applying the triangle inequality we get

Using (4) and the definition of d, we end up with
xi − c2 ≤ r

Assume without loss of generality x0cm = 0. Using (12) we
get

(10)


xi − c2 ≤ [A Q M](x̃0i − c̃0 )2 + di 2

(21)

Decomposing the right hand side into linear, quadratic and
c The Eurographics Association 2006.
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mixed terms, using the triangle inequality and the submultiplicative property of the matrix norm  · 2 on the right hand
side, we get
⎞
⎛
0 2
) − (c0x )2
(xi,x
⎟
⎜ 0 2
xi − c2 ≤ A2 (x0i − c0 )2 + Q2 ⎝ (xi,y
) − (c0y )2 ⎠2
0 2
0 2
(xi,z ) − (cz )
⎞
⎛
0 0
xi,y − c0x c0y
xi,x
⎟
⎜ 0 0
+M2  ⎝ xi,y xi,z − c0y c0z ⎠ 2 + di 2
(22)
0 0
xi,z
xi,x − c0z c0x
Using (1), (13) and (14), we get
xi − c2 ≤ A2 r0 + Q2 qmax +
+M2 mmax + di 2

(23)

Using the definition of d and the updated radius r, we end up
with
xi − c2 ≤ r

(24)


Fig. 4 illustrates the update of the sphere hierarchy for a
deforming object.

process computes a transformation matrix for each cluster.
In the linear and the quadratic case, the norm of the transformation matrix has to be computed for each cluster.
5.3. Collision query
In order to test two objects for collision, the root nodes of
the hierarchy are tested for interference. If they interfere,
both hierarchies are traversed recursively. Therefore, only
children of colliding spheres need to be updated. At leaf
nodes, primitives of one object are tested against enclosing spheres of the other hierarchy. Hence, point-based objects can be handled. If connectivity information is available, traditional interference tests among primitives can be
performed. For experiments, we have implemented collision
queries for point-based objects and for objects with triangulated surfaces.
5.4. Performance
In most cases, the cost for updating the hierarchy is linear in
c where c is the number of pairs of primitives in close proximity. Assume that c leaf nodes in the hierarchy have to be
tested. Due to spatial coherence, they will share about 2c parent nodes which themselves have 4c parent nodes. Thus, in
most cases 2c nodes have to be updated. However, an exact
analysis is difficult since the cost function depends on the
distribution of the c leaf nodes.
If the object is clustered, a separate branch in the hierarchy
is computed for each cluster. Thus, each bounding sphere
belongs to only one cluster and can be updated in constant
time. The cost to update the root and those leaves that are
within the cluster overlap regions is linear in the number
of clusters they belong to. However, neither the number of
clusters nor the percentage of cluster overlap depend on the
number of primitives. Further, the number of clusters is significantly smaller than the number of primitives.

Figure 4: A quadratically deformable flower collides with a
rigid object. The bounding sphere hierarchy is updated according to the description in Section 5.2.2. For clarity, only
a subset of the bounding spheres is shown.

5.2.3. Update rule for rigid objects
For rigid objects, the transformation matrix R is orthogonal. Thus, the eigenvalues of RT R = R−1 R = I are one and
R2 = 1. The sphere centers and radii are updated as in the
linear case.
5.2.4. Clustered objects
According to the deformation model, all clusters of an object are of the same type, i. e. rigid, linear or quadratic. If an
object consists of more than one cluster, the shape matching
c The Eurographics Association 2006.


In the linear and rigid cases, a sphere center is updated
with two vector additions and one matrix-vector multiplication. In the quadratic case, two vector additions and three
matrix-vector multiplications are required. The radius is updated with one multiplication and one addition in the linear
case, with one addition in the rigid case, and with three multiplications and four additions in the quadratic case.
Prior to a hierarchy traversal, the following values have to
be computed once per object cluster. In the linear case, the
matrix norm of A and the value d are computed. The norm
of A can be computed in constant time and the computation of d is linear in the number of colliding points c. In the
quadratic case, the matrix norms A, Q and M can be computed in constant time and d is computed as described for
the linear case.
The center of mass of the undeformed model x0cm , the center of mass of the deformed model xcm , and the deformation
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matrices A and [A Q M] are provided by the geometric deformation approach. Further, the radii r0 and the values qmax ,
mmax in the quadratic case can be pre-computed. They only
depend on the initial undeformed state.
6. Level-of-detail collision response
Bounding volume hierarchies are dedicated to level-of-detail
collision response. The collision query can be aborted at an
arbitrary level of the hierarchy. The collided bounding volumes at this layer are an approximation of the collided object
parts. Collision response is then performed on those collided
volumes rather than on the original point cloud.
Level-of-detail collision handling can be used to implement time-critical simulations. Depending on the time available, the hierarchies are tested for collisions down to a certain layer and the collision response is performed on this
layer.
6.1. Generic point cloud approximation
We propose a generic level-of-detail collision response
scheme similar to [PPG04]. As preprocessing step, approximations of the point cloud are computed. The approximation
of a point cloud at a given layer coincides with the centers of
the bounding spheres at this layer in the hierarchy. If topology information is available, a surface normal is computed
that is updated upon deformation.
6.2. Collision Response
The collision query returns a set of pairs of colliding spheres
or a set of sphere / point pairs. Since the sphere centers are
considered approximations of the enclosed point set, collision response can be consistently computed on pairs of
points. A contact normal is computed for each contact pair,
where the plausibility of the collision response depends on
the accuracy of the contact normal.
To compute the contact force, a standard response scheme
such as [OD99, GO05] is employed. If topology information
is available, e. g. for triangulated surface, a more accurate
scheme [BFA02] is applied. Thus, even stacking problems
can be handled as illustrated in Fig. 5.
7. Results
In this section, three experiments are discussed to illustrate
the efficiency of the proposed approach. All measurements
were taken on an Intel Xeon, 3.8 GHz CPU.
Collision query. We propose to update the hierarchy of a
deforming object in an output-sensitive manner, i. e. only
potentially colliding bounding spheres are updated. This
is achieved by considering the deformation matrices obtained from the underlying deformable model. Since (16) is
a conservative estimation, the updated spheres have larger

Figure 5: By employing the response scheme presented
in [BFA02] we can handle stacking problems with deformable objects.

radii compared to minimally enclosing spheres. As a consequence, the bounding spheres are not as tight-fitting as possible and a collision query generally traverses more nodes as
would be required in case of minimally enclosing spheres.
However, the following experiment shows that this fact
has only a minor influence on the collision query performance. On the other hand, computing the minimum enclosing sphere of a set of points is an expensive operation that is
hardly feasible in interactive simulations.
For the measurements we have taken two objects with
varying resolutions ranging from 8k to 160k points for both
objects. The two objects move towards each other, collide,
and deform under the influence of the contact forces. Thus,
the sphere hierarchies have to be updated in each time step.
Fig. 6 shows the test scenario and Fig. 7 provides the measurements. Since the same dynamic simulation is computed
for all measurements, the number of updated spheres is
varying according to the resolution of the objects. For optimally refitted hierarchies, the maximum number of sphere
updates per simulation step ranges from 5.2k to 93k, depending on the object resolution. For hierarchies that are updated
with our approach, the maximum number of sphere updates
ranges from 5.4k to 96k.
Time-critical collision handing. In order to show the
benefit of the presented approach for time-critical applications, we have simulated 300 deformable objects with an
overall number of 131k points as depicted in Fig. 8. Table 1
shows the performance of the collision handling scheme
computed at various levels of the hierarchy ranging from 2 to
6. As described in Sec. 6.2, the number of colliding spheres
varies according to the hierarchy level. Further, the computing time for the collision query and the collision response
depends on the hierarchy level. If the collision response is
computed at a lower level, it is less accurate compared to
the response at a higher level. Thus, accuracy and efficiency
can be balanced. Table 1 shows that the presented collision
handling scheme can handle 131k points at interactive rates.
Interactive simulation of deformable objects. The third
experiment depicted in Fig. 9 shows that the presented approach can be integrated into interactive simulations. In the
experiment, three objects with an overall number of 19k
c The Eurographics Association 2006.
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Figure 6: Simulation of two geometrically complex models.
For the performance measurements illustrated in Fig. 7, the
overall number of points in the scene varies from 8k to 160k.
The number of sphere updates ranges from 5.2k to 93k for
optimally refitted hierarchies, and from 5.4k to 96k for hierarchies that are updated with our approach.

Hierarchy traversal [ms]

70

Updated spheres

60

Optimally refitted spheres

50
40

Figure 8: Simulation of 300 deformable objects with an
overall number of 131k points. Level-of-detail collision handling can be computed at interactive rates as shown in
Tab. 1.
Level

# Contacts

Det. [ms]

Resp. [ms]

Total [ms]

2
3
4
5
6

1031
1650
7511
27195
42635

18.41
22.19
30.24
58.61
93.97

24.11
27.01
32.03
45.35
52.88

42.52
49.20
62.27
103.96
146.85

Table 1: The collision response can be computed efficiently
at a lower level. At higher levels, the response is more accurate. Fig. 8 illustrates the test scenario.

30
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12K

20K

30K
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60K

72K

96K

120K

160K

Number of points

Figure 7: Comparison of the collision query times of an optimally refitted bounding sphere hierarchy versus the updated
sphere hierarchy using our approach. The optimally refitted
spheres have smaller radii than the conservatively updated
spheres. Since in the latter case more spheres have to be visited and updated, the collision query is less efficient. However, the diagram shows that the difference is almost negligible.

geometric deformation. The cost to update the hierarchy
under deformation depends on the number of primitives in
close proximity, and not on the total number of primitives. It
takes constant time to update a bounding sphere. In particular, the update does not depend on the number of enclosed
particles or on the number of degrees of freedom of the underlying deformation model. The collision detection algorithm is combined with a level-of-detail collision response.
The resulting collision handling scheme is fast and provides

points are simulated. The average collision detection time
is 4.39 ms and collision response takes 10.66 ms. The overall time of the geometric deformation is 24.33 ms, and the
visualization takes 7.8 ms. Thus, the total computing time
per frame is 47.19 ms and the animation runs at 21 frames
per second. The time for detecting and resolving the collisions is less than 15 ms. It is no longer the bottleneck of the
simulation.
8. Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented an output-sensitive collision detection
scheme for meshless and mesh-based objects undergoing
c The Eurographics Association 2006.


Figure 9: Interactive animation of three deformable objects.
The scene consists of 19k points and can be computed at 21
frames per second. The right-hand side image illustrates the
simulated point cloud.
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a physically plausible behavior. It can be used in interactive simulations that require time-critical collision handling.
In combination with the unconditionally stable deformation
model presented in [MHTG05], the approach is particularly
interesting for interactive applications such as games.
Limitations. In its present form, the scheme applies
only to objects that are deformed using the approach
in [MHTG05]. However, based on the presented approach,
similar schemes can be developed for other deformable models whose deformations are represented by matrices. In its
present form, the method does not detect self intersections
which will be addressed by future research.
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